Texas Instruments Robotics System Learning Kit
Module 14
Quiz: I/O Triggered Interrupts
Quiz: Real-time Systems

Q1 Edge-triggered Interrupts
Write C code that counts the number of times an input on P3.4 goes from 1 to 0. You may assume the input does not bounce. Set the priority to level 4. You may assume this is the only interrupt on Port 3. However the other pins on Port 3 may be used for input or output. So, write friendly code. Show the initialization and the ISR.

```c
uint32_t Count; // number of falling edges
void Input_Init(void);
void PORT3_IRQHandler (void);
```

This results in `Count` becoming 2.

Q2 Interrupts
List all the conditions that must be true for a Port 1 GPIO interrupt to be generated? Does it matter the order in which these conditions occur?

Q3 Priority
Assume there are two interrupts running on the system. One interrupt on P1.6 and a second interrupt on P1.5. If the two requests occur at the same time, what happens?
A) Both are serviced, but P1.5 goes before P1.6
B) Both are serviced, but P1.6 goes before P1.5
C) P1.5 is serviced, but P1.6 is lost
D) P1.6 is serviced, but P1.5 is lost
E) Both are lost
F) None of the above

Q4 Priority
Assume there are two interrupts running on the system. One interrupt on Port 1 and a second interrupt on Port 2. The Port 1 interrupt has priority 2 and the Port 2 interrupt has priority 7.

a) What happens if the two requests occur at the same time?
b) What happens if Port 1 occurs first, and while running the Port 1 ISR, the Port 2 is triggered?
c) What happens if Port 2 occurs first, and while running the Port 2 ISR, the Port 1 is triggered?

Q5 Acknowledgement
The following is one correct way to service two interrupts on the same port. If P6.2 is triggered, semaphore SW1 is set. If P6.3 is triggered, semaphore SW2 is set. If pin x has been triggered, P6->IV returns a number 2*(x+1), and automatically clears that one bit.

```c
void PORT6_IRQHandler(void){
    uint8_t status;
    status = P6->IV;
    if(status==0x06){ // check for P6.2
        SW1 = 1;        // signal semaphore
        status = P6->IV;
    }
    if(status==0x08){ // check for P6.3
        SW2 = 1;        // signal semaphore
    }
}
```

Consider is alternate solution, which does have a bug.

```c
void PORT6_IRQHandler(void){
    if(P6->IFG&0x04){   // check for P6.2
        P6->IFG &= ~0x04; // acknowledge, clear flag bit 2
        SW1 = 1;          // signal semaphore
    }
    if(P6->IFG&0x08){   // check for P6.3
        P6->IFG &= ~0x08; // acknowledge, clear flag bit 3
        SW2 = 1;          // signal semaphore
    }
}
```

This alternate solution works most of the time. However, very rarely an interrupt is lost (edge occurs but the semaphore is never set). Why? Explain the bug in this alternate solution.
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